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SOME REMARKS ON DeS/x SPACES

By Joo Ho KANG

1. Introduction.

In paper [2J, N. L. Levine proved that for an invertible spaces certain lo
cal properties become global properties.

V. M. Klassen introduced DCS space and DCS/ x space. DCS/ x space has
the above property. We investigate some properties in DCS/x spaces.

DEFINITION 1.1. (lJ. A topological space X is said to have the disappear
ing closed set (DCS) property or to he a DCS space. if for every proper
closed subset C there is a family of open sets lUi} ;'=1 such that Ui+lc;:;;, Ui
and n~lUi=¢. and there is also a sequence {h;}~l of homeomorphisms on
X onto X such that h; (C) c;:;;, U; for all i.

DEFINITION 1. 2. (1]. A topological space X is said to have DCS/x pro
perty or to he a DCS/x space, if for every proper closed subset C which
miss x there exist two sequences {Ui};:l and {h;};:l satisfying the DCS
property.

2. Main reslllts.

LEMMA 2. 1. For every neighborhood P of x there is a sequence {hi} ;"'=1 of
00

homeomorphisms on X onto X such that Uh;(P) =X.
i=1

Proof. Let {U;} ;"'=1 he a decreasing sequence of open sets in X such that
00

n U;=¢ and {hi} ;"'=1 a sequence of homeomorphisms in X such that hi(X-P)
i=1

C U; for each i. Then X- Uh;(P) c nU;, so Xc Uh;(P) since nU;=¢.
i=1 i=l i=1 £=1

THEOREM 2. 2. If P satisfies the first axiom of countability then X satisfies
the first axiom of countability.

Proof. Let aEX and U he an open neighborhood of a.

sequence of homeomorphisms in X such that Uhi(P) =X.
£=1

for some integer io and thus h;o -1 (a) E P. Let {Uj} 1=1 he a

Let {hi} ;"'=1 be a

Then a E h;o (P)

countable open
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base of h;o-l(a) in P. Then h;o-l(a)EUjch;o-l(U) np for some integer j.
Hence {h;o(Uj ) U=l, 2, ...} is a countable open base for a in X.

THEOREM 2. 3. If P satisfies the second axiom of countability, then X satis
fies the second axiom of countability.

Proof. Let {Uil;:1 he a countable base in P and let {hA J=1 he a sequence

of homeomorphisms in X such that Uhj(P) =X. Then {hj(U;) Ii, j=1, 2,
j=1

...} is a countable base in X since {hj(U;) li=1, 2, ...} is a base in hj(P)
for each j.

THEOREM 2. 4. If P is a Lindelof subspace of X then X is Lindelof.

Proof. Let {Ua} he an open covering of X and let {hi} ~=1 he a sequence

of homeomorphisms in X. such that Uhi (P) = X. Since P is Lindelof, hi (P)
i=l

is Lindelof for each i. Then there is a countable open suhcovering {U;i Ij
co

=1,2,···} of {Ua} such thath;(p)cUU;j for each i. Therefore {U,Jli,j
;=1

=1,2, ...} is a countable open subcovering of {Ua} such that UU,J=X.
i.j

LEMMA 2.5. If P (or P) is a connected subspace of X then P Cor P) is
not clopen subset of x.

Proof. Suppose P is closed subset of X. Then h; (P) is clopen subset of
X for each i, where {h;};:1 is a sequence of homeomorphisms in X for X-

co

P. Then X = Uh; (P) and X is disjoint union. Hence there exists an inte-
;=1

ger i o such that xEh;o(P) and x~XUh;(P). That is, xEX-h;(P) for
;*;0

each i=l=io. Let {U;};:1 he a decreasing sequence of open sets in X such that
co

nU;=¢ for X-P. Then xEh;(X-P)cU; for each i=l=io. Since {U;} is
;=1 .

co co

decreasing sequence, xE nU;; It is contradict to nU;=¢.
i=1 i=1

From the above lemma we obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 2. 6. If P or P is connected subspace of X then X is connected.

Proof. Assume that X is disconnected. Then there is a nonempty proper
cloptm subset 0 of X. 0 is neither P nor P by Lemma 2. 5. Since X =

co

Uh;(P) and ¢=I=O ~X, there exists an io such that ¢=I=h;oCP) nO~h;o(P).
s:;;1

Suppose h;(P)ch;(P) no for all i, then h;(P) cO for all i, so X=O. Hence
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P nkio-1 (0) is nonempty proper clopen subset of P. It is contradict.

THEOREM 2.7. If P is regular and some Un is regular then X is regular,
where {Un} is a sequence in X for X-P by DCS/x property.

Proof. Let aEX and C a closed in X such that a$.C.

Case I; CcX-P. (i) aEX-P. Since Un is regular and kn(a), kn(C)
C Un' there exists two disjoint neighborhoods U, V of kn(a), kn(C) in Un
respectively. Hence kn-1 (U) and kn -1 (V) are disjoint neighborhoods of a,
C in X respectively. (ii) aEP. Put c 1=cnp. If C1=¢, then aEP, Cc
X - P and P, X - P are disjoint opens in X. If C1 =I:- ¢, then there are two
disjoint opens U', V' on P such that aE U' and C1c V'. Let U, V he opens
in X such that u'=unp and v'=vnp. Then aEUnp, CcVU (X-P)
and un P, V U (X~P) ~re disjoint opens in X.

Case IT; cnp=I:-¢. (i) aEP. This case is same to case I, (ii). (ii) aE
P-P. Let c 1=cnp, c2 =cn (X-P). Then there are two disjoint neigh
borhoods U1', VI' of a, C in P respectively and two disjoint neighborhoods
U2, V2 of a, C2 in X respectiv~ly. Let 'U1 and VI are opens in X such
that U1' = U1 n P and VI' = VI n P. Then UI n U2, V2 U (VI n P) are disjoint'
opens in X such that aEUl n U2 and CCV2 U (Vlnp). (iii) aEX-P. Let
U, V are two disjoint neighborhoods of a and C2 in X. Then un (X- P)
and VU P are two disjoint open neighborh.oods of a, C in X.

Case ill; CcP. (i) aEP. Let U', V' be disjoint neighborhoods of a, C
in P respectively and let U, V be two opens in X such that U' = un P and
V' = V n P. Then U, V n P are two disjoint opens in X such that aE U
and ccvnp. (ii) aEX-P. X-P and P are disjoint neighborhoods of
a, C in X respectively.

THEOREM 2. 8. If P is normal and some Un is normal, then X is normal,
where {Un} is a sequence in X for X~P by DCS/x property.

Proof. Let C10 C2 be disjoint closed subsets of X.

Case I; C10 C2cX-P. Since kn(CI), kn(C2)cUn andkn (C1) nkn(C2)=¢,
we can take two ilisjoint- neighborhoods of C10 C2 in X;

Case IT; C2 np=I:-¢. Let F1=C1 np, F2=C2 np, GI=Cln (X-P) and G2

=c2 n (X-P). Let Ut', VI' be disjoint neighborhoods of Flo F2 in P and
U2, V2 he disjoint neighborhoods of G1,'G2 in X. (i) ClcX-P. (U1 n U2)

u(U2 n (X-P» and V2 U (V1 np) ar~ disjoint neighborhoods o{C1o C2 in
X, where U10 U2 are opens in X such that UI'~U1 n P and VI' = VI n P.
(ii) C1 nP=I:-¢. Put WI = U1 nP, WI'=VI nP, W2 = U1 nU2, Wl= VI nV2,
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W3=U2.n (X-F) and wa'=v2 n(X-F). Then C1CW1U W2 U W3, C2c
WI' U W2' U Wi and WI U W2 U W3, WI' U Wi U Wi are disjoint opens in
X. (iii) C1cP. Wb V1U(X-P) are disjoint open neighborhoods of Cb

C2 in X respectively.

Case ill; C2cP. (i) C1cP. It is trivial.
(li) C1 nP*¢. It is same to Case n (iii).
(iii) C1cX-P. (U1np) U (X-F) and v1np are two disjoint neighbor

hoods of Cb C2 in X.

THEOREM 2. 9. If X and Yare topological spaces with DeS/x property
and DCS/y property respectively, then Xx Y is DCS/ (x, y) space.

Proof. Let C he a proper closed subset of X X Y such that (x, y) $. C, and
let XEPCX, yEQC Y be open sets in X and Y, respectively, such that
(x, y) EPXQC (XX Y) -c. Let lUi} ~h {hi};:1 and {Vi} r=b {ki}:"=1 he the
open sets and homeomorphisms for X-P and Y-Q in X and Y, respecti
vely. We define a sequence of homeomorphisms in XX Y

¢i(a,b) = {hi(a), ki(b)} for each (a,b)EXX Y,

and

00

Then {Wi} ;"=1 is a decreasing sequence of open sets in XX Y such that n
i=1

W i =¢.

Since Cc(XXy)-(pxQ)={(X-P)XY} U {XX (Y-Q)}, ¢i(C)C {hi(X
-P) X Y} U {XXki(Y-Q)} C (UiX Y) U (XX Vi) = Wi for each i=1,2, ....

Hence XX Y is DCSI (x, y) space.

THEOREM 2.10. If P is a separable subspace of X then X is separable.

Proof. Let A he a countable dense subse~ of P, and let {hi} b,~ be a se

quence of homeomorphisms in X such that lj'hj(P) =X. Then D= Uhi (A)
j=l ;=1

is a countable dense subset of X since hi (A) is a countable dense subset of
hi (P) for each i.
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